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In a Nutshell

Goal: 

▪ Practical guide for three existing tools to perform PIAAC 
data analysis in Stata

Target Group:

▪ Researchers with some experience in Stata, but little or 
no experience on analysis of PIAAC data in Stata

Structure:

▪ General overview of how the three tools work, as well as 
several exemplary analyses with the PIAAC data
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Video 4:

repest macro
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Repest macro: Overview
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repest macro: Installation

▪ Install package:

ssc install repest, replace

▪ Data preparation: all variables names should be in lower 
cases:

rename * , lower
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repest macro: General syntax I

repest PIAAC [if] [in], estimate(command 

[,command_options]) [repest_options]

▪ PIAAC: keyword to “activate” parameters associated with the PIAAC 

survey design

→ Weights, variance estimation, and plausible values are taken into account

▪ if/in: enable sample restrictions

▪ command: (built-in) Stata command

→ means, freq, summarize, corr

▪ command_options: specifies command specific options

▪ repest_options: specifies all further options (see slides 8+9)
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repest macro: General syntax II

repest PIAAC [if] [in], estimate(stata: command 

[,command_options]) [repest_options]

▪ PIAAC: keyword to “activate” parameters associated with the PIAAC 

survey design

→ Weights, variance estimation, and plausible values are taken into account

▪ if/in: enable sample restrictions

▪ command: e-class command (typically regression commands)

→ reg, logit, qreg

▪ command_options: specifies command specific options

▪ repest_options: specifies all further options (see slides 8+9)
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repest options I

repest PIAAC [if] [in], estimate(stata: command 

[,command_options]) [repest_options]

1. by(variable): separate estimates over the categories of a 

specified variables

→ possible to estimate the average over certain categories

2. over(variable): jointly estimates over the categories of a 

specified variables

→ possible to test for differences between categories

3. results: keep, add, and combine estimation results

→ keep or add statistics calculated during estimation; create new results with 
the combine function
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repest options II

repest PIAAC [if] [in], estimate(stata: command 

[,command_options]) [repest_options]

4. outfile: creates a Stata dataset containing estimation results

→ outfile contains one observation per country

→ results are not displayed in the Stata output window

5. display: displays results in Stata output window

→ only necessary when “outfile” is specified
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Examples descriptive statistics

I. Average years of education and literacy skills; overall and 
separately for men and women

II. Dispersion of literacy skills (5th, 25th, 75th, 95th quantile); 
overall and for men between 16 and 34 years

III. Percentages of respondent at each numeracy level; overall 
and for the employed population

IV. Crosstable of numeracy skills (levels) and native language

V. Correlations between literacy, numeracy, and problem-
solving skills
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Example I
Average years of education and literacy

repest PIAAC, estimate(means yrsqual pvlit@) 

by(cntryid, average(xxx)) over(gender_r)
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years of education

calculate average

country code; 
results separate for each country

literacy skills; 
PVs taken into account

average across countries

optional: separate results
for men and women



Example II
Dispersion of literacy skills

repest PIAAC if gender_r == 1 & ageg10lfs == 1, 

estimate(summarize pvlit@, stats(p5 p25 p75 p90)) 

by(cntryid, levels(xxx))
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country code; results
separate for each country literacy skills; PVs taken into account

Optional: results for men between 16 and 34 years

5th, 25th, 75th, 95th percentiles

results only reported
for certain countries 



Example III
Numeracy levels

repest PIAAC if c_d05 == 1, estimate(freq numlevel@) 

by(cntryid) outfile("repest_Ex3")
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calculates frequencies

country code; 
results separate for each country

numeracy levels; PVs taken into account

output file; repest_Ex3.dta

optional: results for employed respondents



Example IV a)
Numeracy and native language

repest PIAAC, estimate(freq numlevel@) 

over(nativelang)
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calculate frequencies

numeracy levels; PVs taken into account

by native language



Example IV b)
Numeracy and native language

repest PIAAC, estimate(means pvnum@) 

over(nativelang, test)
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calculate average
numeracy skills; PVs taken into account

by native language
test for differences



Example V
Correlations between skills

repest PIAAC, estimate(corr pvlit@ pvnum@ pvpsl@) 

by(cntryid, average(xxx))
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calculate correlations

country code; 
results separate for each country

skills; PVs taken into account

average across countries



Let‘s go to Stata
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Examples regression analyses

I. Linear regression: Are age, gender, formal education, 
and computer experience in the workplace related to 
PS-TRE skills?

II. Logistic regression: Do literacy skills and formal 
education determine participation in adult education
for women between 35 and 54 years?
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Example I
Linear Regression of PS-TRE skills

repest PIAAC, estimate(stata: reg pvpsl@ 

i.ageg10lfs gender_r i.edcat6 g_q04) by(cntryid) 

results(add(N r2))
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country code; 
results separate for each country

skills; PVs taken into account

control variables: age, gender, education, computer experience

add observations and R2

linear regression



Example II
Logistic regression of training

repest PIAAC, estimate(stata: logistic nfe12 

i.edcat6 pvlit@) by(cntryid, levels(xxx)) 

results(add(N r2))
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country code; 
results separate for each country

control variables: education, literacy skills

add observations and R2

logistic regression

results only reported
for certain countries 



Let‘s go to Stata
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